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preparation
Place an Ink supply bottle to the back of the machine and insert
the ink supply tube into the bottle.Insert the compressed ai r output
( must be adjusted max. 8 Bars/90PSI) via Air In connector 4mm
diameter size.
Plug in the plug and the machine will be ready to start filling .
Now, The machine is ready to fill the cartridges. Before filling the
cartridges, be sure that they are empty. If not, evacuate the remaining
ink from cartrdige.

Strictly recommended : Before filling the cartridges we
recommend you to clean the printheads of the cartridges by a steam
genarator. It will help you to fill the cartridges easily and will open the all
clogged or dried printheads, So, your success rate will inscrease
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Take out the top label of cartridge and place the color
cartridge in to the evacuation/filling station .

Push the needles down .

Be sure that needles placed correctly.

Flip down the switch to start evacuation to empty the
cartridge first, it will be empty in 20-30 seconds.
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Each Time pushing to the MODE button, Cyan / Magenta / Yellow
and UNI will appear on the display and related ink volumes.
You can manually adjust the ink volumes of each color pushing –1
and +5 buttons. Adjut the Ink volumes for each color 7ml and push
START button to fill the cartridge.

After filling has completed flip down the Evacuation station
2-3 seconds for priming the cartridge, Bring the top position
the needles and take out the cartridge from station and test
it.

Take out the top label of cartridge and place the black
cartridge in to the evacuation/filling station .

Flip down the switch to start evacuation to empty the
cartridge first, it will be empty in 20-30 seconds.
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Adjust the ink volume 20ml for black cartridges at UNI side.

After filling has completed flip down the Evacuation station
2-3 seconds for priming the cartridge, Bring the top position
the needles and take out the cartridge from station and test
it.

Each Time pushing to the MODE button, Cyan / Magenta / Yellow and
UNI ( BLACK) will appear on the display and related ink volumes.
You can manually adjust the ink volumes of each color pushing –1
and +5 buttons.
With Oliser’s controllers, you can manually choose how ml of ink you
want to fill for each color. And also on which station (Universal or C /
M /Y) you want to work. Filling and Evacuation can be done on both
side at the same time.
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Tube replacement of motors
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